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Abstract: Local governments in China build development zones to attract investment. We develop
a model of fiscal competition to examine investment promotion under centralization and decentralization.
Our study shows that even when perfect information is not available, under the condition of an indivisible
investment, a central government achieves the optimal investment in development zones and the best tax
ratio for maximizing total welfare, whereas decentralized decision-making easily results in infrastructure
overinvestment and tax erosion, which does harm to economic growth sustainability.
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1. Introduction

China’s fiscal decentralization reform and tax sharing system [1] gives local government officials
the ability to pursue economic growth in their region; this local economic development, pursued
by officials who are competing for political promotions, is seen as one of major engines of China’s
economic growth [2,3]. This is consistent with the endogenous economic growth model proposed by
Hatfield [4], which suggests that inter-jurisdictional competition drives policymakers in a decentralized
government to choose tax policies that maximize economic growth.

As attracting investment is seen as one of the most important factors in economic growth, local
governments have fiscal incentives to compete for outside capital [5,6]. Local governments usually
establish investment promotion bureaus to encourage investors to build companies in local jurisdictions
and to create suitable economic development zones [7]. As development zones are often managed in
a top-down way [8], local governments can offer firms in these development zones favorable policies
and government support. Commonly, governments spend huge amounts on infrastructure in these
zones, and firms with new capital have access to preferential tax policies and to land for development
and business use [9].

In the process of attracting outside capital, local authorities trade infrastructure expenditure
and short-term tax losses from their low tax-rate preferential policies for long-term sustainable tax
revenue and employment opportunities. The evidence suggests that such policies often improve
economic growth and local welfare. Wang’s [10] study of economic development zones finds that such
place-based programs improve local economies by increasing foreign and domestic direct investment,
total factor productivity growth, and factor prices. Recent studies also show that development zones
have spillover effects [11]. A similar pattern has been found in other countries. Mayer et al. [12]
demonstrate the positive and sizable effect of the French enterprise zone program on location decisions
in the Zones “Franches Urbaines” (ZFU), and Briant et al. [13] indicate that such programs create jobs
in spatially integrated neighborhoods, especially for low-wage workers. Neumark and Kolko [14] and
Kline and Moretti [15] also obtained similar results in studies of California and Tennessee in the US.

In economic development zones, preferential tax policies and infrastructure expenditure are two
critical methods commonly used by local jurisdictional governments to attract capital to establish
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new business. However, the preferential tax policies used by local governments to attract capital
investment can easily exacerbate local tax mimicking and inefficient horizontal tax competition. In the
competition to attract mobile capital (a tax base), local governments engage in a “race to the bottom”
tax-rate competition. Unlike in the standard tax competition discussed in Wilson [16] and Zodrow and
Mieszkowski [17], local tax rates in China are set by the central government, but local governments
have discretion in tax enforcement and can offer preferential tax policies (e.g., tax concessions and
tax rebates), which are crucial elements in the tax management process as they affect the level and
distribution of effective tax rates across regions [18–20]. In addition, the management of enforcement
strategies, such as allowing tax avoidance [21,22], can also be used as a competition tool. Many studies
have confirmed that competition between local jurisdictions affects tax policies in China, especially in
economic development zones [5,9,23].

In fact, local governments in other countries, especially countries with fiscal federalism, also
engage in tax competition to attract capital. In the United States, Crowley and Sobel [24] applied
spatial econometric methods to panel data from Pennsylvania and find that fiscal decentralization
results in stronger intergovernmental competition and lower tax rates. In Spain, Delgado et al. [25]
used cross-sectional data from a sample of Spanish municipalities and find tax mimicking among
local governments, which can be seen as a strategic interaction of local tax choices. In Germany,
Buettner and von Schwerin [26] examined how tax rate policy interdependence affects the local
business tax rate in the German federation. Li’s [20] empirical analysis of data from 50 developing
countries showed that fiscal decentralization allows local governments to offer preferential tax policies
and decreases efficiency due to tax competition.

Similarly, countries compete to attract foreign direct investment. Multinational firms choose
locations according to tax rates, leading countries to offer competitive corporate tax rates.
Such competition can explain the drop in statutory tax rates in 21 Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries [27]. Similar tax competition exists between
European Union countries [28]. Altshuler and Goodspeed [29] found evidence that national
governments compete with other national governments using the case that the USA Tax Reform
Act of 1986 led to tax reforms in European countries.

Although tax reductions are a common strategy for attracting new firms, infrastructure projects
undertaken to enhance firms’ locations are also an important draw for newcomers [30]. In China, more
and more local governments are investing huge fiscal funds in infrastructure projects in development
zones. Jia et al. [31] used a large country-level fiscal dataset for the 1997 to 2006 period to examine fund
allocation in China and found that over that period governments spent more on capital construction
but less on education and administration. A negative outcome of this trend is that some zones have
too many firms whereas others are empty, a pattern that has been called the “economic development
zone fever” [32–34]. Similar phenomena have occurred in many countries, such as the overprovision
of business areas in Europe [35] and under-occupied industrial parks in Japan [36].

However, competition between local authorities to attract high-quality investment through
preferential taxes and better public service has been so fierce that it has incurred infrastructure
overinvestment and excessive tax credits for foreign investors. The race-to-the-bottom tax-rate
competition has pushed the equilibrium tax rate far below the optimal level and decreased social
welfare [37]. If future tax revenue is low due to the under-occupation of the development zones, it does
not pay for the infrastructure investment and the local authorities’ development activities are a waste
of resources. In China, some theoretical and empirical studies have noted that “economic development
zone fever” has led to the loss of agricultural land and low land-use efficiency in development
zones [38]. Yu et al. [23] argue that the formation of enterprise zones is the result not of local economic
status, but of yardstick competition created across local governments, and can easily result in a waste
of public resources. Jimenez [39] believes that intergovernmental tax competition becomes vicious and
forces local governments to focus their spending on development and economic growth, instead of
redistributive services, thus decreasing residents’ welfare.
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Our tax competition model includes several characteristics of development zones that are
neglected in previous studies. First, we consider enterprise investment as indivisible. Under this
condition, an investor can choose only one of the alternative zones to establish a new business.
A similar condition exists in King et al. [40] and Jayet and Paty [41]. Second, a local government has
two target values: (1) the income that citizens will get from the new factory, and (2) the utility of
investors. The cost of the infrastructure projects is deducted from the welfare that ordinary citizens
would get without the investment, and it is a sunk cost for site promotion. Similar conditions exist in
Hatfield [4] and Philipowski [42].

Many studies confirm the existence of interjurisdictional tax competition and the undesirable
results of “economic development zone fever”; however, most present only the empirical evidence
and do not offer theoretical models to explain the phenomenon. We consider investment promotion as
a process in a model of standard fiscal competition, where a government can attract new-entry
mobile capital to establish new business by providing outside investors with preferential tax
policies. We further consider public infrastructure competition and give a theoretical model of the
overinvestment that characterizes “economic development zone fever”. Our tax competition model
uses mathematic computation, which considers the decision-making of local governments and the
central government and they have the same aim to find the optimal tax levels and infrastructure
investments that maximize total welfare. In addition, we compare two opposite situations: whether
governments have adequate information or not. The model’s implications are important for developing
countries seeking to manage capital investments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the main hypothesis
and our model. In Section 3, our model analyzes decision-making regarding tax policy and
economic development zones under decentralized and centralized government administrative systems.
In Section 4, we analyze infrastructure investment competition in economic development zones for
a given number of development zones and tax rates. In Section 5, we present our conclusions.
We present all of the proofs in Appendix A.1.

2. Model of Tax Competition

2.1. Main Assumptions

Our basic assumptions derives from Jayet and Paty [41], who argue that the excessive provision
of economic development zones leads to too many business areas, some of which will be empty. In this
study, we focus on tax policies under fiscally centralized and decentralized government systems and
the wasted infrastructure investment in economic development zones by local governments. Our basic
model makes the following assumptions (see Appendix A.4 for variable definitions).

(1) A representative country has M local governments at the same level and one central government.
There is no vertical tax competition between local governments and the central government.
An N number of the M zones are development zones.

(2) Local governments take part in tax competition by cutting taxes or investing in infrastructure.
All of these governments take these actions at the same time.

(3) The governments collecting revenue abide by the principle of territorial jurisdiction. They do not
impose tax on investments in other zones with capital from local zones.

(4) All of the investments receive identical marginal revenue. We assume that the marginal revenue
of investors is enough that the investment can bear the cost difference generated by distance even
if two potential investment locations are distant from each other.

(5) Labor has little fluidity, but each labor force has the same marginal output. Therefore, the costs of
labor for the site investors are always the same.

(6) Site investors have two kinds of returns. The type from regular operations is explicit and related
to the investments in the operation. The other type of return is implicit and related to the resource
endowments of the zone in which the new factory is located.
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(7) If zone i is chosen as the location for the new investment, the government of zone i imposes a tax
ratio of θi on the total income of the new factory. The central government decides whether to give
the local governments the right to make decisions about taxes, and determines the tax-sharing
rate between the local government and itself. The local government has to turn over γi of the
zone tax revenue to the central government. We neglect the transfer payment of the central
government to any development zone.

2.2. Construction of Tax Competition Model

There are two factors in the production process: labor and capital. An investor invests capital into
a chosen location and local citizens provide labor. Suppose the enterprise has chosen zone i to invest.
According to Jayet and Paty [41], the total income would be described as follows:

Ri =
(

A · lα · K1−α − w · l
)
+ u · (εi + xi) (1)

The
(

A · lα · K1−α − w · l
)

in the right-hand side of Equation (1) represents the dominant return R
enterprises generate from the daily operation. A · lα · K1−α represents the Cobb–Douglas production
function. K denotes the amount of capital enterprise invested in the operation. Let l be the best labor
a site investor would hire and w be the best wage the investor would offer. u represents the influence
of compatibility between the type of enterprise investment and the infrastructure environment in the
development zone on the enterprise’s earning capability. εi represents the compatibility between the
type of enterprise investment and the infrastructure environment in the development zone. To simplify
our analysis, we let εi follow an exponential distribution. The xi in the right-hand side of (1) denotes the
amount of improvement of the infrastructure environment resulting from government infrastructure

investment Ci. Ci is obviously a sunk cost of zone development, so we get ∂xi
∂Ci

> 0, ∂2xi
∂Ci

> 0.
The enterprise has the opportunity to build a factory outside the available development zones, and the
value of the certain outside opportunity is ρ ≥ 0 (i.e., in no case would the enterprise suffer a loss).
There are several alternatives to building in a development zone: not building a new factory, building
a factory outside a development zone, or building a factory in a foreign country. This creates a bigger
multistage location competition.

Hence, the local citizens’ welfare could be described as

∆w + R · θ, (2)

where ∆w = L · w(L)−
∫ L

0 w(l)dl is the net return of working labor from the new factory. The θ in the
term denotes the net tax ratio that the government imposes on the income of the new factory operation.
When the net tax ratio θ is negative, it represents a subsidy that the government is offering to attract
new investment. If the site investor has adequate information about u, ε, x, and θ, he or she will
choose the zone that offers him or her the maximum return. The following lemma describes such
a choice.

Lemma 1. If a subset of N sites is developed and θ = (θi)i∈N are the tax rates of these sites, then the probability
of the firm choosing site i is

Pi(x, θ, N) =
1

λN−1 e−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑i 6=j (zj+xj)+
ρ
u ], zi =

1− θi
u

, i ∈ N (3)

and the probability of the firm taking an outside opportunity is

P0(x, θ, N) = ∏N
i=1

[
1− e−λ(

ρ
u−zi−xi)

]
, (4)

where ρ is the outside opportunity and ρ ≥ 0.
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Proof. See Appendix A.1. �

3. Choice of Tax Policy

3.1. Central Government’s Choice of Tax Policy

In this section, we assume that N development zones are built and that all of these N development
zones are managed by one central government, which pursues the maximum total welfare of the
country. The sequence of actions is as follows.

(1) The central planner proposes all of the developed sites to the firm, announcing a tax level or
subsidy level for each of them, producing a vector of tax levels θ = (θi, θ−i). This announcement
is a commitment. The planner cannot modify the tax level in the following steps.

(2) The site investor analyses the environment of every site and chooses the location of the new plant
according to the information available.

(3) The new plant hires workers, begins production, and pays wages and taxes.

The central planner maximizes welfare by determining the best vector of tax (or subsidy) levels
θ = (θi, θ−i) based on detailed information about the environment of every site. However, the central
government does not always have adequate information for such decision-making.

3.1.1. Central Government’s Choice of Tax Policy with Adequate Information

If the central planner has enough information about εi, and the new investment is indivisible, it can
offer the new investor the zone with the maximum ε. Let εi = max{ε1, ε2, . . . . . . , εM}. Then, when zone
i has the maximum welfare, the total welfare level is maximized. That is, εi = max{ε1, ε2, . . . . . . , εM}.
Hence, maxE(V)⇔ max E(Vi).

maxE(V) = P{R · (1− θi) + u · (εi + xi) ≥ ρ} · (∆w + R · θi)− Ci

= (∆w + R · θi) · e−λ(
ρ
u−zi−xi)

(5)

When ∂E(Vi)
∂θi

= 0 in Equation (3), we get θ∗ = u
λ·R −

∆w
R .

Proposition 1. When the central government has adequate information about every site, it can provide zone i,
εi = max{ε1, ε2, . . . . . . , εM}, as the only choice for the firm, and offer a tax level of θ∗ = u

λ·R −
w
R to the new

investor to maximize the total welfare.

3.1.2. Central Government’s Choice of Tax Policy without Adequate Information

When the central government knows only the distribution of ε, it can only offer all of its
development zones to the new investor. Therefore, the central planner can only get the best welfare
level as follows:

maxE(∆V) =
N

∑
i=1
{Pi · (∆wi + Ri · θi)− Ci}. (6)

With the help of Lemma 1, we get Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. When the central government has inadequate information, its best vector of tax levels is
θ0 =

(
θ0

i
)

i∈N and the best vector of environment change indexes is x0 =
(
x0

i
)

i∈N , where θ, x satisfy the
condition of [

a · e−3λ( u
R ) − (3wi + λu)

]
·
[

a · e−3λxi − (3wi + 3R + 3λu)
]
≤ 0, (i ∈ N). (7)
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Proof. See Appendix A.2. �

In fact, we can determine the best infrastructure investment levels C0 =
(
C0

i
)

i∈N from the vector
of environment change indexes x0 =

(
x0

i
)

i∈N .

3.2. Local Governments’ Choices of Tax Policy under Decentralization

When the right to make development decisions is decentralized, local governments can make
their own choices about infrastructure investment and tax levels. Both of these choices should satisfy
the conditions described in Proposition 2 for the central government. Therefore, the government of
zone i would choose the tax rate θ that maximizes

E(∆Vi(N, U, θ)) = Pi(∆wi + R · θi · r1)− Ci. (8)

In Equation (8), when ∂E(∆V)
∂θi

= 0, we get

θe
i =

u
2 · λ · R −

∆w
R · r1

(9)

Proposition 3. When a local government has the right to make its own decisions, if its tax level and
infrastructure investment level satisfy the condition in Proposition 2, there is a balanced vector of tax levels:
θe =

(
θe

i
)

i∈N ; θe
i =

u
2·λ·R −

wi
R·r1

.

Proof. See Appendix A.3. �

A comparison of the results of centralized and decentralized decision making, given
E(V)− E(Vi) = ∑N

i=1 Pi[∆wi + R · θi · (1− r1)−Ci], suggests that the expected return on infrastructure
investment and tax competition is positive (or the local government does not decide to join the game).
Hence,

∂E(V)
∂θi
− ∂E(Vi)

∂θi
= ∂Pi

∂θi
· (∆wi + R · θi) + ∑

i 6=j

∂Pi
∂θi
·
(
∆wj + R · θj

)
+ Pi · R

−
{

∂Pi
∂θi
· (∆wi + R · θi) · r1 + Pi · R · r1

}
= ∂Pi

∂θi
· R · θi · (1− r1) + ∑

i 6=j

∂Pi
∂θi

(
∆wj + R · θj

)
+ Pi · R · r1 > 0

(10)

Thus, local welfare is more sensitive to tax levels than total welfare.
As θ0

i = a
3R · e3λ(zi+xi) − λu

3R and θe = u
2Rλ −

∆wi
R·r1

, then according to the preceding analysis we get
Proposition 4.

Proposition 4. Decentralized governments are more likely to offer preferential taxes and to invest in
local infrastructure.

We further assume that the number of zones offered by local governments to the site investor is
Ne under decentralization. Let N be the number of development zones when the total investment in
infrastructure can be compensated for by the expected return. As local governments rarely make the
same decisions as central planners, N ≥ N0 and θ0

i > θe
i . Therefore, θ0

i · R > θe
i · R, and we find that

decentralization brings less welfare to the country than centralization.
Therefore, it is easy to conclude that when the central planner has adequate information to

make decisions, the country will always get the best output. However, it is not easy for the central
government to obtain adequate information, especially when there are many levels of government.
Furthermore, obtaining such information would be costly.
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From the perspective of local governments, the expected return should satisfy E(∆Vi) > 0,
or they would not provide the firm with the site. As Pi · (∆wi + R · θi) · r1 − Ci > 0, we obtain
R · θi ≥ Ci

r1·Pi
− ∆wi.

As ∂θi
∂N < 0, when N = N, we get R · θi =

Ci
r1·Pi
− ∆wi.

Proposition 5. When decentralization and the expected return satisfy the condition E(Vi) > 0 , a local
government will have the motivation to invest in infrastructure to increase the probability of being chosen.
However, citizens’ welfare is not necessarily increased by such investment.

4. Infrastructure Investment Decisions under Decentralization

In this section, we assume that N of the zones are allowed to be developed as economic
development zones and that the best vector for the tax level θ0 =

(
θ0

i
)

i∈N is decided by the central
government. We concentrate on how much the local government invests in infrastructure when the
number of development zones and the vector of tax levels are fixed by the central government.

4.1. Investment with Adequate Information

For local governments, adequate information means that the amount of investments in
infrastructure is known by all of the governments before the site investor makes a decision. Any
xi = (xi)i∈N is public knowledge. Therefore, the first order condition for maximizing local welfare is

∂E(Vi)

∂Ci
= R · r1 · Pi ·

∂θ0
i

∂xi
· ∂xi

∂Ci
+
(

wi + R · r1 · θ0
i

)
· ∂Pi

∂xi
· ∂xi

∂Ci
= 0. (11)

Hence, we get 2
(
∆wi + R · r1 · θ0

i
) ∂xi

∂Ci
+ a·r1

3
∂xi
∂Ci

= λN−2 · eλ[−2(zi+xi)+∑i 6=j (zj+xj)+
ρ
u ].

To simplify the analysis, we assume ∂xi
∂Ci

= b < 1 in (8); therefore,

Ce
i =
−1
2bλ
· ln ξ

(
θ0

i , r1

)
+

1
2b ∑

i 6=j

(
zj + xj

)
+

ρ

2bu
−

zj

b
+ c̃, (12)

where ξ
(
θ0

i , r1
)
=
[
6b
(
∆wi + R · r1 · θ0

i
)
+ 2abr1

]
/
[
3λN−2].

This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 6. When the infrastructure investment information is symmetrical, there may be a condition
∂E(Vi)

∂Ci
= R · r1 · Pi ·

∂θ0
i

∂xi
· ∂xi

∂Ci
+
(
wi + R · r1 · θ0

i
)
· ∂Pi

∂xi
· ∂xi

∂Ci
= 0 that obtains the infrastructure investment

level at which the local government maximizes local welfare.

4.2. Investment under Inadequate Information

Under the inadequate information condition, any xi = (xi)i∈N is only known by zone i. Therefore,
Pi is very valuable in such decision-making.

As ∂Pi
∂Ci

> 0, when Pi · (∆wi + R · θi · r1)−Ci ≥ 0 is satisfied, government i will invest in infrastructure

to attract new investment. Obviously, if ∂Pi
∂Cj

< 0 and ∂Ei
∂Cj

= (∆wi + R · θi · r1) · ∂Pi
∂Cj

< 0, the governments
of the N development zones will soon find themselves trapped in serious competition to increase
infrastructure investment until the marginal return becomes zero and Pi · (∆wi + R · θi)−Ci = 0. If a local
government does not have an accurate estimate of this margin, future revenue will not compensate for
this investment, even if the firm locates to this zone, as the developing expense, Ci, is related to factors
such as the resources in zone i.
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5. Conclusions

We developed a model of fiscal competition between local jurisdictions to examine the investment
promotion of economic development zones, and used the model to examine tax rate policies under
centralization and decentralization. For a given tax rate, we further analyze the effects of competition
on decisions to invest in infrastructure in economic development zones. Our analysis lead to several
interesting conclusions.

When a central government is considering an indivisible investment and has adequate
information, it will always be able to find the tax levels, subsidy levels, and infrastructure investments
that maximize total welfare. Furthermore, when all of the jurisdictions in a country are treated as
a single economic development zone, enterprise location becomes a game between the enterprise and
central government, in which all of the local governments cooperate.

As the sensitivity of the tax rate to infrastructure investment varies between zones, decentralized
local governments are more apt to offer unprofitable preferential taxes to new site investors at any cost.
Assuming a fixed marginal revenue and perfect competition, the horizontal tax competition between
decentralized local governments to attract liquid capital investment will result in an equilibrium tax
rate lower than the Pareto-optimal tax rate.

Given a fixed number of development zones and fixed tax rates, local governments can easily
substitute infrastructure investment competition for tax rate competition. With adequate investment
information, local governments can determine the investment level that increases the probability
of being chosen. However, such investments do not increase citizens’ welfare. With inadequate
infrastructure investment information, the outcomes may be even more discouraging. Overinvestment
in site infrastructure wastes fiscal funds, reducing funds available for public services and worsening
economic growth sustainability. These conclusions are consistent with those in Aslim and Neyapti [43].
However, our analysis does not take the costs that governments spend after firms locate into
consideration, which can be a future progress of our research.

According to our research conclusion from Section 3, the central government can set a better tax
rate and development zone policies than local governments. In addition, the amount of investment in
infrastructure is not usually known by all of the governments before the site investor makes a decision,
which means that development zones are easily trapped in serious competition and resources waste
according to our research conclusion from Section 4. Policy-makers should consider the bad result
of tax competition on investment promotion when they achieve short-term economic growth goals
relying on attracting investment. Chinese authorities indeed recognize that fiscal federalism has
resulted in unregulated fiscal competition between local governments building development zones
and offering preferential tax policies. They halted the establishment of new economic development
zones in 2006 and introduced a new policy in 2014 to regulate the tax preferential policies offered by
local governments. Although these two policies were stopped because of strong opposition from local
governments and foreign capital, we believe they suppress inter-jurisdictional horizontal competition,
which is efficient for long-term economic growth sustainability.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Proof of Lemma 1

Suppose an enterprise has invested in zone i, so

R(1− θi) + u(εi + xi) ≥ R
(
1− θj

)
+ u

(
ε j + xj

)
, j ∈ N, i 6= j.

For ∀j ∈ N, j 6= i there are

P
{

R(1− θi) + u(εi + xi) ≥ R
(
1− θj

)
+ u

(
ε j + xj

)}
= P

{
εi − ε j ≥ zj − zi + xi − xj

}
=∫ +∞

0

∫ +∞

ε j+zj−zi+xi−xj

λe−λεdεidε j =
1
λ

e−λ(zj−zi+xi−xj).

Obviously, the analysis of different zones is mutually independent, so

Pi(x, θ, N) = [
N

∏
i=1

e−λ(zj−zi+xi−xj)] · P{R(1− θi) + u(εi + xi) ≥ ρ} =

1
λN−1 e

−λ[−xi−zi+ ∑
j 6=i

(zj+xj)]

· e−λ(−xi−zi+
ρ
u ) =

1
λN−1 e

−λ[−2(zi+xi)+ ∑
i 6=j

(zj+xj)+
ρ
u ]

,

which is Equation (3).

Appendix A.2. Proof of Proposition 2

E(V) =
N

∑
i=1

Pi · [(∆wi + Ri · θi)− Ci]

∂E(V)

∂θi
=

∂Pi
∂θi
· (∆wi + R · θi) + ∑

i 6=j

∂Pj

∂θi
·
(
∆wj + R · θj

)
+ Pi · R = 0

where
∂Pi
∂θi

=
−2R

u · λN−2 · e
−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑j 6=i (∆wj+R·θj)+

ρ
u ]

and
∂Pj

∂θi
=

R
u · λN−2 e−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑j 6=i (zj+xj)+

ρ
u ],

so
∂E(V)

∂θi
= 0

⇒ (∆wi + R · θi) · −3R
u·λN−2 · e−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑j 6=i (∆wj+R·θj)+

ρ
u ]

+
N
∑

j=1

(
∆wj + R · θj

)
· R

u·λN−2 · e−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑j 6=i (zj+xj)+
ρ
u ]

+ R
λN−1 e−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑j 6=i (zj+xj)+

ρ
u ] = 0

⇒ [−3 · (∆wi + Rθi) + λu] · e3λ(zi+xi) +
N

∑
j=1

(
∆wj + Rθj

)
· e−3λ(zj+xj) = 0

⇒ [3 · (∆wi + Rθi) + λu] · e−3λ(zi+xi) =
N

∑
j=1

(
∆wj + Rθj

)
· e−3λ(zj+xj)
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That is, the result of [3 · (∆wi + Rθi) + λu] · e−3λ(zi+xi) is independent with i, so we assume
[3 · (∆wi + Rθi) + λu] · e−3λ(zi+xi) = a, and let d(θ) = a · e3λ(zi+xi) − [3 · (∆wi + Rθi) + λu]. Obviously,
∂d
∂θi

< 0, as θi ∈ [0, 1]; therefore,[
a · e−3λ( u

R ) − (3∆wi + λu)
]
·
[

a · e−3λxi − (3∆wi + 3R + 3λu)
]
≤ 0, (i ∈ N),

where θ0 satisfies [3 · (∆wi + Rθi) + λu] · e−3λ(zi+xi) = a, which is Equation (7).

Appendix A.3. Proof of Proposition 3

E(∆Vi(N, U, θ)) = Pi(∆wi + R · θi · r1)− Ci

Pi(x, θ, N) =
1

λN−1 e−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑i 6=j (zj+xj)+
ρ
u ]

and
∂Pi
∂θi

=
−2R

u · λN−2 · e
−λ[−2(zi+xi)+∑j 6=i (∆wj+R·θj)+

ρ
u ].

Let ∂E(V)
∂θi

= 0, therefore ∂Pi
∂θi
· (∆wi + Rθir1) + PiRr1 = 0⇒ −2λ(∆wi + Rθir1) + r1u = 0 .

The best tax level is θe = u
2Rλ −

∆wi
R·r1

, which is Equation (9).

Appendix A.4. Variable Definitions

Variable Definitions

M Number of local governments

N Number of development zones

θi Tax ratio zone i imposed on the total income of the new factory

A · lα · K1−α Cobb–Douglas production function

R Dominant return enterprises generate from the daily operation

l Best labor a site investor would hire

K Amount of capital enterprise invested in the operation

w Best wage the investor would offer to citizens

ρ
Opportunity of the enterprise to build a factory outside the available
development zones

u
Compatibility between the type of enterprise investment and the
infrastructure environment in the development zone

εi
Compatibility between the natural resources of the zone and the
enterprise’s expected investment environment

xi Improvement of infrastructure environment

Ci Government infrastructure investment in zone development

V Total welfare

Pi Probability of the firm choosing zone i
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